Going to
the toilet when
you need to and/or
going to the toilet by
yourself…lock
that door!

Reading
a chapter of
your book – in
daylight, it’s
modelling a love
of reading,
right?

Watch a
funny video on
YouTube: watch more
than one, laugh as loud
as you can even if it
annoys other
people.

Text rageful
expletives to your
best friend (maybe
pre-warn them it
might be coming at
some point)

Stand
outside your
front door alone for
10 seconds (don't tell
anyone, you could even
pretend to be taking the
rubbish out, no-one is
following
that)

Listening
to your favourite
music or podcast in the
car: you don’t have to
listen to music you
don’t like every
single time!

Wash your
face: buy yourself
a really nice face-wash
and a soft towel
and hide
them!

Say ‘yes’
if it makes life
easier temporarily,
pick your
battles.

Arrange to
do the food shop by
yourself or arrange to
do it online and use the
time to go and have a
solo coffee!

Embrace screen
time - a 3 hour stint
is ok sometimes if the
alternative is a group of
wildly dysregulated
people living
together

Take
time to do
something at
your own
pace

Take the
kids to the park but
wear headphones so you
can listen to music or a podcast
at the same time. Yes you may be
judged but you and I both know
you are doing the best you
can with what you
have right
now

Paying for
childcare
even if it isn't
for 'paid
work'.

Giving all
responsibility
to someone else
for a mutually
agreed amount
of time.

Shower
slowly: it is ok
to take time to
wash in a slow
and regulating
way.

Oh no
you’ve run out of
milk, you’ll have to pop
to the shops alone to
get some more
(remember to hide
the milk first)

Go to bed
a little bit earlier: not
enough so you feel
cheated but enough to
give you slightly more
energy in the
morning

Brush your
teeth for longer than
30 seconds. Take 2
minutes… why not sit
down whilst you're doing
it, perhaps even lock
the bathroom
door!
Repeat
after me “I
aim to be an
imperfect
parent”

Ready meals
are ok, really. If
making dinner is causing
you stress it’s ok to take
full advantage of
convenience
food.

Eat...
breakfast, lunch &
dinner – you don’t even
have to eat with anyone,
on your own after
everyone else has
eaten is
fine.

Survival
Self-Care

Say 'no'
to anything that
adds to your pile of
demands and depletes
your resources (or if
you just don’t
want to)

Buy takeaway
coffee/tea/food
so you don’t have to
make it for yourself –
receiving nurture from
others (even paid) keeps
blocked care from
the door

Drink a
glass of your
favourite soft drink
and hide it in a tea
mug so no-one
asks for a sip

Super
comfortable
underwear –
bliss.

Having a
cup of tea/coffee
before you make
breakfast for
everyone.

